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As a game designed with MMO RPG elements in mind, El Se o Imortal adds many elements not found in other games to create an MMO that incorporates a more comprehensive roleplaying experience. • Imagine a Life that You Control. A life that you define is limited by you, and you are no longer bound by your
destiny. As an adventurer, you decide where you will go, what you will do, and whether or not to engage in combat. • The World is Your Stage. A world that is alive, filled with adventure and action. We designed this world with an eye toward developing a rich and complete world, filled with a variety of
information and features. • We Want to Develop a Good and Comfortable World. We want to create a good and comfortable world, where a well-balanced fantasy drama unfolds. ◆Story of the World of El Se O Imortal ◆ In the middle of a conflict between two great nation’s armies, an enormous tree rises out of
the ground at the border of both nations. Although the two nations’ generals wonder what it is, a plant with no apparent sense of self, an idiot savant, comes out of the tree and asks the two armies to cooperate. The two generals, who are intrigued by his words, tentatively agree. A lonely, optimistic adventurer
comes along and becomes interested in the seed that the idiot savant left behind. He returns to the seed’s location and meets a young woman who tells him about the beautiful world hidden inside the tree, and asks him to help her. The adventurer decides to accompany her and go to the beautiful world. What
starts out as just a simple quest causes them to cross paths with many people, and they cannot help but be drawn into the drama unfolding around them. In this world, the adventurer seeks answers to their own desires and encounters the challenges of the world with their own strength and intelligence. ◆RPG
Elements that will Make You Feel Like You Are in the World ◆ Throughout the entire game, we take great care to create an MMO that will provide you with adventure and excitement even after completing the main story. You will go to dungeons, experience exciting battles, collect goods, buy and sell items in a
marketplace, and so on. This will be your personal life in El Se o Imortal. ◆Tons of Content and Exciting Features ◆ Within the game world, you can enjoy all of the

Features Key:
Puzzle Battle system - It's a battle system played in an animated 3D world. Your enemies surround you and interact with you as you battle with them. You can freely move about the stage, including in combat. You can even use doors and many other things as part of the battle. If you use the right equipment,
you can generate power from things in your surroundings and break the system.
Universal - A single package The game includes a package that includes all updates after the initial launch, as well as patches. In addition, the entire game has been designed so that you can enjoy it as long as the support period lasts.
Weapons and Magic - You can freely combine the weapons and magic that you can equip. You can create your own character.
Collectability - A large amount of items have been collected Extravagant, and expensive weapons and magic are also included. You can exchange for materials that you can use to create upgrades for your equipment.
RPG Elements - You can freely build your character Take an initially weak character, improve it, and grow stronger as you level up. You can also increase the power of your weapons and magic as you level up.
A Cohesive World - Confusing information is not included. All the information you need is collected in a single place. You will be able to clearly understand what is going on throughout the game.
A Unique Battle - A puzzle battle system with an anime-like atmosphere. The sum of the parts has been carefully thought out.
An Original Character Design - 2D side-scrolling RPG battle system. Your enemies have animated backgrounds, so you feel the atmosphere of the battle. Each animation has been carefully drawn out.
A Unique Online Game - You can perform events with others in an asynchronous online environment. You'll be able to interact with other players from anywhere in the world.
Easy to Use - The game uses a point and click interface. The only interface that you need to master is the controller. If you play this game during your free time, you will be able to master it without any particular problem.
Stand-Alone As 
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- "As a role-playing game and also a fighting game and a sports game rolled into one, I think it's a fairly impressive cross-compendium of games." - 《4.5 stars》 (Takashi Nakamura, Reviewer, Famitsu) - "The music and animations are of high quality, and there are enough items for you to collect and equip to
make your character unique." - 《4.5 stars》 (Shuichi Iizuka, Magazine Official) SUMMARY: THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. 공지사항 페이지 공지사항 COVER: -- 키워드: 공지사항 제목: 「Elden Ring」
세부정보: DAEMON QUEST CHARACTER CREATION BEAUTIFUL PRESENCE CROSS-PLATFORM EVENTS GAME HISTORY INTERVIEWS NAKAGAWA KISHIDA ONLINE PLAYER-BASED MULTIPLAYER STRENGTH STORY GAMEPLAY WEATHER POINTS OF VIEW GAMEPLAY CHARACTER FULLY FEATURED ITEM WEATHER FULLY
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AMAZING CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT — A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. — A multilayered story told in fragments. — An epic drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in
the Lands Between. ◆Structuring Game Flow◆ Elden Ring STORY Player characters that become an avatar in the Lands Between are called a Tarnished Spirit. After leaving the dreamless slumber of death, a Tarnished Spirit is bound to an Elden Lord to forge a new future. ◆Cornering the Story 【Story】 Dueling
Battles : An Adventure in the Lands Between! Adventurer vs. Vampire Dueling Battles : A Fantasy World Uncovering Adventure! Dueling Battles : A Fantasy World Uncovering Adventure! Dueling Battles : A Fantasy World Uncovering Adventure! Story Events Adventure Adventure events, which are events that
all players can take part in, are held whenever the Light Engine and Age of Balance have been invented. Everyone will experience the same events, and the rewards may be shared. Inventions Inventions are the marks of the great inventions by the Elden Lord, and are currently being stored in the Stonehell. As
more and more inventions are created, it will be harder to obtain an Invent. Kills Kills can be attained as a reward after a certain number of times using the Light Engine and Age of Balance. Killing a boss also earns a higher reward. Light Engine Players begin the game on the land called the Lands Between,
where the weak will perish and the strong will rise. Mecha Weapon : Players can move freely while holding a mecha weapon, which increases the attack power and defense power. Enhance Your ABILITIES : Players can increase their abilities, and equip powerful equipments that grant special effects. Kureha : A
girl with a serious face, Kureha will be accompanying you on your journey. She can grant her power to you for

What's new in Elden Ring:

You can read the interview with Kelly as all of our questions are answered.

Simply put, the game has hundreds of on-screen squares of content when viewed on a two inch display. Kelly was able to render over 1200 fully animated images daily. God of War fan? Check
out the God of War episode on the Firehose. 

Gameplay Screen Shots

As much information as you can get your hands on! Interested? Check out the link below: Tapatan3 Gameplay Interviews

Please do try and take a look at the Tapatan 3 story page as a way of understanding the game if you are not familiar with it and please check out the whole Tapatan 3 game page at . 
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